
Thank you for downloading the PRO Grant Speaker Kit. 
 
Enclosed you will find: 
 

- Information about me, parenting expert, Sarah 
Rosensweet 

 
- Information about the parenting talks that I give. 

(Have another idea? I’d love to hear it!) 
 

- Sample PRO grant applications to use as 
inspiration when you are applying for the funding 
to have me come and speak at your school. 

 

 
Questions?  Email me: sarah@sarahrosensweet.com 
 
Thanks! I’d love to come speak to your community. 

mailto:sarah@sarahrosensweet.com


COACH, EDUCATOR AND SPEAKER

SPEAKING TOPICS:

HOW TO RAISE GRITTY KIDS

sarahrosensweet.com

Do you worry that your child gives up too easily or doesn’t know how to work toward a goal? We want our 

children to have the tenacity and passion to work hard to reach their goals and to feel good about themselves 

and their lives while doing it. This concept is captured by the old-fashioned word ‘grit.’ 

Today we recognize that grit - the resilience to recover after setbacks, difficult situations or disappointments - is 

a major factor in a child’s success at school and a predictor of a happy and productive life. 

But how do kids develop resilience? It requires more than letting them experience failure, although that’s part 

of it. As parents we play a crucial role: to support our children, so that they can grow and thrive in the face of 

life’s challenges. 

In this interactive talk with parenting expert Sarah Rosensweet, you will learn about resilience, why it’s 

important, and how children develop ‘grit’. We will cover specific ways that you can support your child to foster 

resilience and the common mistakes that well-meaning parents make that hamper the development of grit. 

"Thank you! This was by far the best parenting talk I have ever heard." 
- Julie, South Leaside Moms Group

How To Raise Gritty Kids 

How To Manage Stress at Home: Your 

Child's and Yours 

Hold On and Let Go: Parenting Your Tween 

http://www.sarahrosensweet.com/
https://www.facebook.com/peacefulparentingcoach
https://twitter.com/SarahRosensweet
http://www.sarahrosensweet.com/


sarahrosensweet.com

HOW TO MANAGE STRESS AT HOME: 
YOUR CHILD’S AND YOUR OWN

Homework and school challenges, friend troubles, anxiety and worries: unfortunately, stress in our children’s 

lives is all too real and common. Sometimes stress levels can feel unmanageable. Parents struggle to help 

their children deal with this stress while regulating their own stress levels. 

Stress is practically unavoidable in our modern world. It can affect our lives in very negative ways: by 

damaging our physical and mental health, making life much harder than it needs to be. 

Parents need strategies to help their children manage stress and develop emotionally healthy resilience. 

Parents also need to understand and manage their emotions and reactions in the face of their children’s stress. 

In this interactive talk with parenting expert Sarah Rosensweet, you will learn how to help your child manage 

stress, the importance of parental self-regulation, and how to manage your own stress levels. You will leave 

with the specific practices and know-how you need to support your child (and yourself) in stressful periods or 

situations. 

HOLD ON AND LET GO: PARENTING YOUR TWEEN

The tween years: forget the terrible twos, the tween years can be the hardest you face as a parent. Not only is 

your child experiencing the physical upheaval of pre-puberty or puberty, their brain is rewiring itself, which can 

cause emotional upheaval. And amid all of this, your child is undergoing an appropriate developmental 

necessity and separating from you. You will both experience growing pains. 

Tweens want more freedom and larger boundaries in life. To keep them safe and influence them to make good 

choices, we need stay close to our tweens while they are beginning to move away from us. To navigate this 

stage and prepare for the teenage years just around the corner, we need to parent for both connection and 

independence. We have to both hold and let go. 

In this interactive talk with parenting expert Sarah Rosensweet, you will learn strategies for connecting with 

your tween and establishing more freedom and responsibility for them while maintaining appropriate limits. The 

teen years can be wonderful! This presentation will help you  get started on the right track. 

Contact Sarah: 
647-861-8087 

sarah@sarahrosensweet.com 

Fees: 
$500 per talk 

$1250 for all three talks

Talks are 1 hour plus a Q&A

https://www.facebook.com/peacefulparentingcoach
https://twitter.com/SarahRosensweet
http://www.sarahrosensweet.com/


ABOUT SARAH
Sarah Rosensweet's practical, compassionate approach to 

parenting gives parents the support and strategies they need to 

enjoy their kids again! Sarah works with parents around the 

world one-on-one, teaches workshops and speaks around the 

Greater Toronto Area.. 

A mom of three big kids, Sarah teaches parents a non-punitive, 

connection-based approach that uses firm limits with lots of 

empathy. She works with parents of toddlers to tweens and 

offers solutions for real-life struggles, such as bedtime battles, 

picky eating, sibling rivalry, tantrums and power struggles. 

Parents who work with Sarah receive the resources and 

guidance they need to respond to their children with more 

patience and emotional generosity.  

SARAH BELIEVES THAT:

Our relationship with our children is the the most 

powerful way we can influence them. 

 

Children need kind firm limits and also the parental

support necessary to meet our expectations. 

 

Peaceful parenting is the best way to raise children who 

are self-disciplined, emotionally resilient, and successful. 

CREDENTIALS
Parenting educator certified through 

Attachment Parenting International  

 

Peaceful Parenting coach certified 

through Aha! Peaceful Parenting by 

clinical psychologist Dr. Laura Markham. 

  

More than 20 years of experience 

working with families and children in early 

childhood education and schools. 

SARAH'S CLIENTS SAY...

sarahrosensweet.com

"Your workshop has been life changing! I had no idea 

it would work as well as it did! You have given us 

strategies that make life and parenting fun again!" 

                                                                - Amanda, mother 

"Sarah Rosensweet is an engaging and informative 

speaker. She gave parents valuable information and 

practical tools to use in their in daily parenting life. Her 

talk inspired and supported the parents in our 

audience." 

 - Sperry Bilyea, Shift Your Thinking Education Summit 

http://www.sarahrosensweet.com/
https://www.facebook.com/peacefulparentingcoach
https://twitter.com/SarahRosensweet
http://www.sarahrosensweet.com/


ASK SARAH ABOUT
Interviews, speaking and workshop topics 

Challenging children 

Helping parents with children who are a little bit ‘more.’ More 

anxious, more spirited, more sensitive, or more strong-willed 

than the average child. Parents of these children often need 

extra support.  

Parenting effectively without punishment 

How to set limits with empathy and get your children to listen 

and cooperate without punishment.  

Self regulation 

Sarah's popular free e-course addresses a common issue for 

many parents. Sarah can speak to the reasons why parents yell, 

why it doesn't work and how to move past the habit into a 

healthier, easier way of communicating. 

Managing stress and transitions 

Learn how to best prepare children for big changes, like new 

siblings and starting school, Support them through difficulty at 

school and other sources of stress. 

Difficult Behaviour 

Sarah identifies what causes meltdowns and tantrums and 

teaches strategies for how to prevent them. Learn how to avoid 

power struggles with your children and what to do if you find 

yourself in one. 

SARAH HAS BEEN FEATURED IN:

Mothering: 
How to Prepare Your 
Child for a New Baby 

Today's Parent: 
5 Morning Routine 
Problems Solved

See more features on 
sarahrosensweet.com

sarahrosensweet.com

http://www.mothering.com/articles/ask-the-expert-how-to-prepare-your-child-for-a-new-baby/
https://www.todaysparent.com/kids/school-age/5-morning-problems-solved/
http://www.mothering.com/articles/ask-the-expert-how-to-prepare-your-child-for-a-new-baby/
https://www.todaysparent.com/kids/school-age/5-morning-problems-solved/
http://www.sarahrosensweet.com/media/
http://www.sarahrosensweet.com/media/
https://www.facebook.com/peacefulparentingcoach
https://twitter.com/SarahRosensweet
http://www.sarahrosensweet.com/


PART 1: TELL US BRIEFLY ABOUT YOUR PROJECT 
 
Project Title: 
Use one of these or create your own. 
How To Raise Resilient Kids  
-or-  
Raising Kids With Grit  
-or-  
Resilient Children, Successful Learners 
 
Indicate the barriers to parent engagement being addressed by your project: 
 Communication 
 Geography  
 Parents New to the System  
 Overcoming Local Barriers  
✔Other  
If Other is selected, please specify details. (Please try to limit your response to 50 words) 
 
Barrier to parent engagement: Parent Education. Parents want their children to be 
engaged and successful learners and to reach their full potential. Children need 
resilience to support their learning and achievement. However, many parents lack the 
specific knowledge and tools that help encourage and nurture the development of 
resilience. 
 
Select up to three statements that best describe how your project will engage 
parents: 
✔Create a welcoming environment for parents as partners in their children's 
education 
 Eliminate barriers that may prevent parents from fully participating in their 
children's learning 
 Enhances attendance at parent events at the school 
 Enhances communication between school and parents 
✔Enhances parent involvement with their children's learning to support student 
achievement and well-being 
 Highlights the school as an important resource for parents in the community 
✔Provide parents with the knowledge, skills and tools they need to support 
student learning at home and at school 
 
 



* Does the project support a provincial priority? Please select up to three that 
best apply. 
 

✔Student Well-Being Indigenous Education Early Years 

English Language 
Learners 

Literacy Mathematics and 
Numeracy 

✔Healthy Schools Safe Schools Equity and Inclusive 
Education 

Special Education Equitable Post-Sec. 
Access 

The Arts 

 
 
PART 2: Project Details (All responses limited to 150 words) 
 
* What will be done?: 
 
Parent educator Sarah Rosensweet will speak to the parents about grit- the resilience to 
recover after setbacks, difficult situations or disappointments. Resilience has been 
shown to be a major factor in a child’s success at school and a predictor of a happy and 
productive life. Resilience is essential to a student’s well-being and parents are uniquely 
capable of helping children develop it.  
Our speaker will give parents specific tools to empower their children to develop a 
growth mindset and the perseverance necessary to reach their goals, both personally 
and academically, increasing their well-being and student achievement. 
 
* Why do you want to organize this project?: 
 
Parents play a crucial role in helping our children succeed as learners.  We need to 
know how to support our children so that they can grow and thrive in the face of 
challenges at school and in life. Many of us don’t know when to step in and help our 
children, when to let them fail, and how to help them pick up the pieces if they do fail. 
Parents can foster and teach resilience by supporting their children by scaffolding skills 
and encouraging and believing in them. 
When children struggle or fail, they must know that they can’t do it YET. Parents need to 
learn how to do this effectively. They can neither leave the child with too little support, 
nor support the child too much (helicopter parents!) 



 
* How does this enhance parent engagement in support of improved student 
achievement, human rights and equity, and well-being?: 
 
Parents can be engaged through education and taught skills that support the 
development of resilience, which improves student achievement and well-being. We 
want all our parents to have access to this information. 
A child who is tenacious in the face of challenges and resilient when they can’t do it 
YET is a child who is successful at school and home. School can be very challenging. If 
a child doesn’t have parents who are skilled at helping them develop resilience, that 
child will not be able to keep trying and put in the effort necessary for improved student 
achievement.  
Well-being is not just about physical health but having creative thinking and problem 
solving skills and good emotional regulation and emotional intelligence. A child’s 
well-being is highly dependent on a positive sense of self, and a positive sense of self is 
developed through the experience of mastery. Mastery is impossible without resilience.  
 
 
* Who will do it?: 
 
Sarah Rosensweet is a peaceful parenting coach and educator. Sarah is an API 
certified parenting educator and is certified by Dr. Laura Markham as an Aha! Peaceful 
Parenting Coach. She has more than 20 years of experience working with families and 
children in early childhood education and schools. 
 
 
* How will it be done?: 
 
In this interactive talk with parenting expert Sarah Rosensweet, we will learn about 
resilience, why it’s important, and how children develop ‘grit’. She will cover specific 
ways that we can support our child to foster resilience, as well as the common mistakes 
that well-meaning parents make that hamper the development of grit. 
 
* When will it be done?: 
 
 
* How will you evaluate your project?: 
Suggestion: Parent follow up evaluations 
 



PART 1: TELL US BRIEFLY ABOUT YOUR PROJECT 
 
Project Title: 
Use one of these or create your own. 
How To Manage Stress At Home 
-or-  
Stress-Proof Kids 
 
Indicate the barriers to parent engagement being addressed by your project: 
 Communication 
 Geography  
 Parents New to the System  
 Overcoming Local Barriers  
✔Other  
If Other is selected, please specify details. (Please try to limit your response to 50 
words) 
Barrier to parent engagement: Parent Education. Homework/school challenges, friend 
troubles, anxiety and worries: stress in children’s lives is too common. Stress levels can 
feel unmanageable and negatively impact our children’s mental health. Parents need 
the knowledge and skills to help their children cope with stress and be emotionally 
healthy. 
 
 
 
Select up to three statements that best describe how your project will engage 
parents: 
✔Create a welcoming environment for parents as partners in their children's 
education 
 Eliminate barriers that may prevent parents from fully participating in their 
children's learning 
 Enhances attendance at parent events at the school 
 Enhances communication between school and parents 
✔Enhances parent involvement with their children's learning to support student 
achievement and well-being 
 Highlights the school as an important resource for parents in the community 
✔Provide parents with the knowledge, skills and tools they need to support 
student learning at home and at school 
 



* Does the project support a provincial priority? Please select up to three that 
best apply. 
 

✔Student Well-Being Indigenous Education Early Years 

English Language 
Learners 

Literacy Mathematics and 
Numeracy 

✔Healthy Schools Safe Schools Equity and Inclusive 
Education 

Special Education Equitable Post-Sec. 
Access 

The Arts 

 
 
PART 2: Project Details (All responses limited to 150 words) 
 
* What will be done?: 
 
Parent educator Sarah Rosensweet will speak to the parents about how to promote 
student well-being and mental health by teaching parents how to help their children with 
stress management. Parents will learn how to regulate their own stress levels as well as 
what causes children to act out or withdraw when stressed and what to do about it. 
Stress can’t be avoided but it can be managed. 
 
 
* Why do you want to organize this project?: 
 
We as parents need to be able to help our children manage stress so that they can be 
healthy both mentally and physically. A student’s well-being in the areas of physical and 
mental health positively affect their cognitive and social well-being. If a child is stressed, 
they cannot access the part of their brain that controls executive function (higher level 
thinking). Executive function is necessary for positive and healthy choices that support 
learning and achievement, both at home and at school.  A child who is stressed often 
acts out and causes problems at home or in the classroom or on the playground. We 
want to help our children be as successful as possible. 
 



 
* How does this enhance parent engagement in support of improved student 
achievement, human rights and equity, and well-being?: 
 
Our children need us to teach them how to not only survive but thrive under stress so 
they can reach their fullest potential as learners. Parents can be engaged through 
education and taught skills that support stress management, improving student 
achievement and well-being. All children deserve their best chance. 
Managing stress is critical to students’ mental health and well-being. When children are 
stressed, they can’t ‘think straight’ and their development of critical thinking and problem 
solving skills, creativity and flexibility are hampered. They experience heightened 
emotions and can’t regulate their emotional responses. They have trouble with friends 
and in other relationships. They experience physical effects such as stomach aches and 
trouble sleeping.  
When students’ mental health and well-being are in jeopardy, it is impossible for them to 
improve their achievement. 
Parent involvement is key: we need to know how to help our children manage stress. 
 
* Who will do it?: 
 
Sarah Rosensweet is a peaceful parenting coach and educator. Sarah is an API 
certified parenting educator and is certified by Dr. Laura Markham as an Aha! Peaceful 
Parenting Coach. She has more than 20 years of experience working with families and 
children in early childhood education and schools. 
 
* How will it be done?: 
 
In this interactive talk with parenting expert Sarah Rosensweet, we will learn how stress 
affects children and their executive function, how to help our child manage stress, and 
how to manage our own stress levels while we support our children. We will learn the 
specific practices and know-how to support our students in stressful periods or 
situations, at home or at school. 
 
* When will it be done?: 
 
 
* How will you evaluate your project?: 
Suggestion: Parent follow up evaluations 
 



PART 1: TELL US BRIEFLY ABOUT YOUR PROJECT 
 
Project Title: 
Use one of these or create your own. 
Staying Close to Your Tween 
-or-  
Hold On and Let Go: Parenting Your Tween 
 
Indicate the barriers to parent engagement being addressed by your project: 
 Communication 
 Geography  
 Parents New to the System  
 Overcoming Local Barriers  
✔Other  
If Other is selected, please specify details. (Please try to limit your response to 50 
words) 
Barrier to parent engagement: Parent Education. Parents need to learn how to support 
their childrens’ social, emotional and physical well-being so that their cognitive 
development. Teens/tweens need support from their parents and they need to belong 
so that they can reach their fullest potential and thrive. 
 
Select up to three statements that best describe how your project will engage 
parents: 
✔Create a welcoming environment for parents as partners in their children's 
education 
 Eliminate barriers that may prevent parents from fully participating in their 
children's learning 
 Enhances attendance at parent events at the school 
 Enhances communication between school and parents 
✔Enhances parent involvement with their children's learning to support student 
achievement and well-being 
 Highlights the school as an important resource for parents in the community 
✔Provide parents with the knowledge, skills and tools they need to support 
student learning at home and at school 
 
 
 
 



* Does the project support a provincial priority? Please select up to three that 
best apply. 
 

✔Student Well-Being Indigenous Education Early Years 

English Language Learners Literacy Mathematics and Numeracy 

✔Healthy Schools Safe Schools Equity and Inclusive 
Education 

Special Education Equitable Post-Sec. Access The Arts 

 
PART 2: Project Details (All responses limited to 150 words) 
 
* What will be done?: 
 
Parent educator Sarah Rosensweet will speak to the parents about how to help us 
navigate the tween years. Our tweens want more freedom and larger boundaries in life. 
To keep them safe and influence them to make good choices, we need stay close to our 
tweens while they are beginning to move away from us.  
The talk will include information about this stage of our tweens’ development and 
strategies for how to best to help our children reach their fullest potential as learners by 
supporting their mental health and well-being within the family. 
 
* Why do you want to organize this project?: 
 
To reach their best possible student achievement and well-being, tweens need extra 
support from parents during a turbulent developmental phase. Yet parents need support 
and education to navigate the tween years and support student learning and 
achievement at school. 
We need to adjust to their shifting physical, emotional and social needs so they will 
develop optimally as people and as classroom learners. They need more freedom and 
responsibility but they also need to stay close to us. Parents provide for them a stable 
sense of self and belonging that will be their anchor through the rest of their growing up 
years. Support and a sense of belonging at home assures that their well-being and 
mental health are not compromised. When our students are thriving within the family, 
they are able to be their best and most capable learners, leaders in the classroom and 
achieve to their fullest potential. 
 



 
* How does this enhance parent engagement in support of improved student 
achievement, human rights and equity, and well-being?: 
 
Parents can be engaged through education outreach to understand the developmental 
needs of their tweens and support them effectively. A child who has positive mental 
health and well-being is able to function at a high level emotionally, socially, physically 
and cognitively. These things of course are desired in and of themselves but are also 
essential for improved student achievement.  
If we can collaborate with parents to support their children so that they flourish and 
develop at home, we will cultivate a sense of belonging that reaches the classroom and 
the schoolyard. When children are in an especially sensitive developmental period (as 
are the tween years) parents need the education, support and skills to best support their 
children to become strong learners and optimize their success at school.  
Parent engagement creates the well-being that supports student learning and 
achievement at school. 
 
 
* Who will do it?: 
 
Sarah Rosensweet is a peaceful parenting coach and educator. Sarah is an API 
certified parenting educator and is certified by Dr. Laura Markham as an Aha! Peaceful 
Parenting Coach. She has more than 20 years of experience working with families and 
children in early childhood education and schools. 
 
* How will it be done?: 
 
In this interactive talk with parenting expert Sarah Rosensweet, we will learn more about 
this period in our child’s emotional and mental development and learn strategies that 
support healthy development. We will learn tools for connecting with our tweens and 
how to establish more freedom and responsibility for them while maintaining appropriate 
limits.  
 
* When will it be done?: 
 
 
* How will you evaluate your project?: 
Suggestion: Parent follow up evaluations 
 


